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WHAT  SOCIALISTS IGNORE  by Robert Williams

In all the arguing between socialists and capitalists the underlying reason for socialist failures and capitalist gains has been

all too often ignored.  That underlying reason is that in the end,  socialist policies have to be enforced by dictatorial power

because these policies are basically contrary to the human survival instinct which has remained undiminished since the

dawn of man. 

An important pillar of this survival instinct is diversity.  As in animals,  man discovered early on that a group survived

better if the strongest and/or wisest was selected via competition to lead the pack.  This leader was successful enough to

attract specialist aids such as those strong in battle,  those more skilled at tracking, and ultimately those skilled at

discovering and building.  These aids rose to prominence through competition.  Survival of the group was enhanced by the

triumvirate of leadership, diversity, and the competition which automatically let the best serve where it counted the most. 

Kingships that kept the competition principle alive were the longest lasting.   When heredity was foolishly allowed to

trump competition,  the Kingship mode of political power for the most part died out because incompetence was the

inevitable result.  When democracy was young and capitalism was allowed to flower in a competitive mode, a form of

society evolved that produced unprecedented rise in the standard of living for all but the laziest,  or most genuinely

handicapped.   For a while religious organizations and/or private philanthropic groups with largess to distribute took care

of both the "lazy" and the "handicapped". 

But the swiftness of the industrial revolution brought about social changes too abrupt to iron out by slower natural

adjustments so a fight broke out about who should judge whether a person was "lazy" or handicapped and just who was to

decide the standards of determining a true handicap and who should pay for intervening on behalf of the "lazy" and the

"handicapped" and the "underprivileged".   The new class of underprivileged originally consisted of those unable to

advance on their own power because they lacked hereditary status or economic means to obtain education.  Unfortunately

the term has recently come to mean anyone not having more than a "lower class income" the upper limit of which keeps

increasing.  It also has come to include illegal immigrants and in some cases even released terrorists.  Laziness is now

treated as "misfortune"  and therefor deserving of inclusion in the underprivileged.  Socialism holds only the successful

accountable for the world's ills and therefor appeals to the "less privileged" by touting them as victims of "unfair

competition" and "exploitation of the masses". 

Because while young America was able (except at first for blacks and indentured servants) to establish a much more

classless society than Europe,  socialism and communism rose in Europe as supposedly humanitarian answers to some of

the genuine unfairness due to class lines.   But they did so by demonizing not only the class lines but also the capitalists

and industrialists as  "exploiters" of the common "workers".  Indeed there was some unfairness even in American industry, 

but the political freedom of American democracy sufficiently leveled the playing field so that those determined enough

could break through artificial barriers and become entrepreneurs on their own. 
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This process not only produced unprecedented economic growth but also succeeded in eventually eliminating slavery and

leveling the field for blacks and other minorities.  Socialists and communists would not give up, however.   They were in a

hurry as they saw their precious but flawed theories repeatedly contradicted by reality.  In Europe they totally threw away

the clear evidence of human nature and created the ultimate dictatorship in Russia by forcefully eliminating all

competition and diversity of ideas until in less than a hundred years the Soviet Union of Socialist Republics imploded from

sheer lack of incentive and productivity in the populace. 

Shortly after World War Two,  China was overcome with a communist dictatorship and almost imploded like Soviet

Russia until more pragmatic leaders introduced  --- guess what --- capitalism,  the supposed arch enemy of communism.  

Again however,  the clear evidence of the boom in Chinese standard of living as a result of allowing capitalism  only

panicked socialists the more as is evidenced by their frantic efforts to take over America as fast as possible before the

drowsy public wakes up.   Socialists here even resorted to unrealistic gloating about the "death of capitalism" from

misinterpreting the recent recession which the socialists now in power think they can solve by taking over the temporarily

failed auto industry and creating a mountain of increased national debt.  That is how far they go in their blindness to

human nature and what enables true progress. 

The danger is that enough Americans will be duped into allowing the train wreck of socialism to happen in this country in

spite of the examples of other huge countries right before our eyes. 

" --- tomorrow and tomorrow and tomorrow creeps on in its petty pace from day to day and all our yesterdays have lighted

fools the way to dusty death."  --- William Shakespeare. 

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

PELOSI  RIVER-DANCE   by Robert Denham

So; Nancy Pelosi’s doing a nice little “Riverdance” step lately, nervously dodging "what did you know and when did you

know it" questions concerning “enhanced interrogation techniques”….otherwise known as torture. 

She knew about it and approved as far back as 2002, when she was on the House Intelligence Committee (the only time the

terms “Nancy Pelosi” and “intelligence” are used in conjunction, and without smirking).  Later, when it seemed it might be

a topic which could hurt Bush politically, she pretended not to know…..then she denied it...then denied she denied it. 

Now, she’s saying she knew about it, but the whole truth wasn‘t revealed to her because waterboarding wasn’t mentioned. 

Well, waterboarding is a rather gracious tactic, comparatively speaking.   She’s saying she was okay with more pitiless

means of interrogation, but waterboarding would’ve been out?  And around it goes.  She blamed the CIA, saying they lied

to her ---- thereby causing a war of words with the Obama-appointed CIA chief Leon Panetta and opening an angry rift in

the serene landscape of the glorious Obama Era.   It’s only been 5 months, by the way.

The power-drunk Democratic majority; hypocritical, self-righteous.   Again they show their true colors.  Anything

undermining national security and/or endangering American lives is okay by them, as long as it’s politically convenient or

otherwise advantageous to the party advancement. Then, if it comes back to bite you, just lie about it. Typical liberal

Democrats.

During the campaign, how often were we subjected to the scornful opinions and attitudes of pompous liberals, belittling

the intelligence and experience of Sarah Palin?  Well, I’d be willing to bet that, as Vice-President, Palin would’ve at least

been smart enough not to reveal the classified location of her own emergency bunker facility, as Blabbin’ Joe Biden has

done.  Here’s a man who’s intellectual faculties often seem to hover somewhere between Shemp the Stooge and

Spongebob’s Patrick Starfish. 

I wouldn’t trust him with the secret codes for videogame cheats, let alone any national secrets,  or --- God forbid --- the

nuclear launch codes.  Jay Leno said it best: “God may have taken away George Bush, but He gave us Joe Biden.” Yet,

they preferred him over Palin. Go figure.

Liberals hate Palin.  They fear her, too; as she was the one strong, bright spot in an otherwise weak, colorless GOP

campaign. Because she’ll likely be a solid candidate for some high office in 2012. The democrats concluded she must be

punished, discredited and eliminated.  To this end, she’s been the victim of an onslaught of utterly baseless, frivolous

lawsuits; some as one judge put it,  so preposterous as to “…border on the insane.” All have been thrown out. The goal, it

seems, is to bury Palin in litigation and bankrupt the family, so as to make it impossible for them to function when she has
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to go back into private life.

Palin is a staunch, experienced conservative whom the Democrats derided for her lack of experience, because, with only

one term as mayor, and only a year and a half as governor--Chief Executive--of Alaska, she just didn’t have the experience

to be VP,  they said.  So, doubtlessly using this same airtight logic, they overwhelmingly elected as President, a man who

had never been executive of anything and could boast only 143--completely unproductive--days as…a legislator. 

Nothing like playing fair; huh, liberals?

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

CAN WE TAKE BACK AMERICA?  By Robert Williams

Sounds difficult under current circumstances and the grip of political money machines, but  in the following context it is

about as straight forward as it can be.  It is safe to say that while most Americans want politicians who are characterized by

real concern for their constituents, real concern for America as a whole, and not subject to special interest money --- most

Americans just wait for  the TV speeches and political ads to appear for candidates chosen by big money interests and

party politics.  Well what if "we the people" decided to show real initiative?  What if we decided to sidestep the usual

money influence and party big-wigs and "grow" our own representatives by "preconditioning" their selection and tracking

their actions after elections? 

Instead of waiting for candidates to tell us what their plans are and what they stand for --- why not start out broadcasting

what we stand for and what we expect from potential candidates  as a precondition of our interest?  Instead of wringing our

hands with impotence after the horse has escaped the barn, "we the people" can take politics firmly in our own hands and

strike a bargain.  We create a list of what characteristics we want in a person representing us and publish it stating that

right from the start gate we will not back anyone who misses these standards regardless of money or party big-wig

preferences.  We announce that furthermore,  in exchange for our backing we will monitor the after-election performance

of anyone we do select and give that person massive bad press if he or she does not come within a reasonable margin of

our expectations.  We will make allowances for illnesses provided they are genuine,  and for minor mistakes provided the 

mistakes are both admitted and corrected,  but we will never tolerate any major betrayal of the original criteria we laid

down.  Our criteria will be both general and specific.  No weaseling around it will be tolerated.

Right now the public is showing a very low approval rating for congress.  We are in a national mess we feel is not of our

own making and we are looking for ways to ensure that our future is not a repetition of what just happened.  The most

obvious way to express our outrage is to start by  SPEAKING UP.  Many have tried that approach with little or no

success.  Perhaps there are correctable reasons for this lack of success.   Politicians know that a few people will always

briefly cry out,  but only some cry out and all too many are silent.  Politicians also know a crucial fact that even those who

speak out will most likely not take the time to follow through.  Following through is the key.  To follow through requires at

least some of the actions outlined below.  These actions will take some time, but think a moment --- wouldn't it be more

than worth it to vest the real power in the people where it was supposed to be in the first place?

1- Precondition candidates as suggested above.

2- Follow how incumbent members of congress are voting and show them approval or disapproval.  Visit congress.org.

3- Check out bills that are up for voting or have just passed.  For this, visit sunlightfoundation.com.  Be very wary of all

the B.S. from politicians, self-appointed pundits, and the general media.  If in doubt ---  check it out.  Google it.   Yeah,

that takes some time, but there are some aids available at Google to refine your search.  You'll soon get the hang of it. 

Beware of self-acclaimed sites like Snopes.  They are sometimes understaffed and thus not always reliable.  

4- Follow the money.  If you discover that someone in your household has just maxed out all your credit cards and then

signed up for more and maxed them out too, and your huge debt has been sold to the Chinese, and you have little or

nothing to show for it,  what would you do after you recovered from an apoplectic fit?  Well, congress has done just that

recently with your money and your future money and your kids' future money, and done it without allowing time to even

read the bill, let alone publicize it for your study.  For the Stimulus Bill go to Recovery.gov.  Want to see the

inner-workings of the Bank Bailouts?  Try Cop.senate.gov.  Abuses in government spending are identified by Citizens

Against Government Waste and flagged on Cagw.org.   Pogo.org tracks federal contractors.  
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5- Watch for local fraud.  A lot of the money congress just stole from you without your permission they are going to siphon

out to local governments.  No one in Washington is going to have the time and staff to do much monitoring of whose local

pockets that money goes into.  You gotta do that  --- and with a vengeance.  Remember, your local politicians are more

within your reach.  Badger them and demand money facts.  Consumer Federation of America ---  Consumerfed.org, may

have some pointers to local watchdog groups (click on "State and Local Groups" on the consumerfed.org Home Page).

6- Join other concerned citizens and organizations.  Our successful American revolution had some spectacular individuals

leading it,  but they couldn't do the job alone.  Smaller "Town Hall" groups collaborated with colony-size groups that in

turn eventually established an overall  representative group called the Continental Congress and another group called the

Continental Army.  Every patriot in the colonies contributed to one group or another.  When Paul Revere made his famous

ride he already had a list of local groups to contact.  Many of them were "Minutemen".  Individuals who had trained to

mobilize in one minute when the call came.  And when it came --- mobilize they did --- much to the surprise and

consternation of the British.

Perhaps it is time to provide our own politicians and future political candidates with a little "surprise and consternation".


